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Abstract. Microarray gene expression technique can provide snap shots of gene
expression levels of samples. This technique is promising to be used in clinical diagnosis and genomic pathology. However, the curse of dimensionality and
other problems have been challenging researchers for a decade. Selecting a few
discriminative genes is an important choice. But gene subset selection is a NP
hard problem. This paper proposes an effective gene selection framework. This
framework integrates gene filtering, sample selection, and multiobjective evolutionary algorithm (MOEA). We use MOEA to optimize four objective functions
taking into account of class relevance, feature redundancy, classification performance, and the number of selected genes. Experimental comparison shows that
the proposed approach is better than a well-known recursive feature elimination
method in terms of classification performance and time complexity.
Keywords: gene selection, sample selection, non-negative matrix factorization,
multiobjective evolutionary algorithm.

1 Introduction
Microarray gene expression data are obtained through monitoring the intensities of mRNAs corresponding to tens of thousands of genes [1]. There are two types of microarray
data: gene-sample data, which compile the expression levels of various genes over a set
of biological samples; and gene-time data, which record the expression levels of various genes over a series of time-points. Both types of data can be represented by a
two-dimensional (2D) gene expression matrix. This technique provides a huge amount
of data to develop decision systems for cancer diagnosis and prognosis, and to find coregulated genes, functions of genes, and genetic networks. In this study, we focus on
this first application through devising efficient and effective gene selection and classification approaches for gene-sample data. The gene-sample data includes data from two
classes, for example, healthy samples and tumorous samples. However, noise, curse of
dimensionality, and other problems substantially affect the performance of analysis algorithms devised for microarray data. There are two computational solutions for this
problem: feature extraction or feature selection. Feature extraction methods are devised
to generate new features, for example the research in [2] extracted non-negative new
features/metagenes [3] using non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) [4]. And feature
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selection aims to select a few number of features/genes, which is termed gene selection.
Gene selection is based on the assumption that only few number of genes contribute to
a specific biological phenotype, while most of genes are irrelevant with this. The advantage of gene selection is that it provides directly a small gene subset for biological
interpretation and exploration. Any gene selection method needs a gene (or a subset of
genes) evaluation criterion to score a gene (or a subset of genes). A search strategy is
required for any gene subset selection method, while few gene ranking methods need
this strategy.
In the past decade, most feature selection methods were employed for selecting
genes, and some feature selection methods are invented specifically for microarray
data [5]. minimum redundancy - maximum relevance (mRMR) [6] [7] is reported as
an efficient and effective method and enjoying much attention. In this method, the mutual information based criteria are proposed to measure the class relevance and feature
redundancy. The size of gene subset is fixed by mRMR, and a linear/gready search
strategy is proposed. However, it is difficult to decide the weights when combine the
two measures into one criterion. Support vector machine recursive feature elimination
(SVM-RFE) is another successful method for gene selection [8] [9] [10]. SVM-RFE
only uses support vectors to rank genes, which is an idea of combining sample selection in gene selection because SVM-RFE selects the boundary samples. There are also
some other ideas that prototypic samples are selected to avoid using outliers. Interested
reader are referred to [9] for a concise review of sample selection. SVM-RFE can be
viewed as both gene ranking method and gene subset selection method. Take Algorithm 2 for example, if the first step (backward search) is only used to sort genes, it is
a ranking method; whereas if it involves forward search after backward search to include the sorted genes one by one until the classification performance degenerates, then
it is a gene subset selection method. SVM-RFE does not fix the size of gene subset.
Mundra and Rajapakse combined the mRMR measure with SVM-RFE (SVM-RFEmRMR) [11] and reported better accuracy than the original mRMR and SVM-RFE
methods. Even a linear search is used to decide the weight of the combination, this is
not practically efficient, and the weighting issue between the relevance and redundancy
measures is not solved either. Another issue is that SVM-RFE-mRMR may includes unnecessary genes in the gene subset in two cases. Firstly, if the current best validation accuracy in the validation step meets 1, SVM-RFE-mRMR may continue adding genes in
the subset until the current validation accuracy is less than 1. For instance, the sequence
of the best validation accuracy is [0.6, 0.8, 1, 1, 1, 0.9] and the sorted genes in ascent
order is [· · · , g8 , g3 , g10 , g2 , g9 , g6 ], SVM-RFE-mRMR may return [g6 , g9 , g2 , g10 , g3 ],
but the algorithm should terminate at the third iterations and return [g6 , g9 , g2 ]. Secondly, if the current best validation accuracy is less than 1, and this is unchanged until
the current validation accuracy is less than it. SVM-RFE-mRMR may keep adding all
genes before this. Let us use the above example. If we change 1 to 0.95, similarly SVMRFE-mRMR may return [g6 , g9 , g2 , g10 , g3 ]. Moreover, since SVM-RFE-mRMR uses a
variant of backward search and the number of genes is usually very large, it is too computationally expensive to apply in practice. Computational intelligence approaches, for
example evolutionary algorithm, have been used for searching gene subsets. The most
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crucial part of these approaches is the fitness functions. Good performance has been reported in [12] [13]. This encourages us to design new fitness functions for better result.
In order to apply all the advantages and overcome the disadvantages discussed above,
we propose a comprehensive framework to select gene subsets. This framework includes a NMF based gene filtering method, a SVM based sample selection method, and
a search strategy use multiobjective evolutionary algorithm (MOEA). This MOEA optimizes four fitness functions. Let us call this framework: the MOEA based method for
notational simplicity. We also revise the SVM-RFE-mRMR algorithm to solve all its
problems, except the weighting issue. In this study, we compared both of the MOEA
based method and SVM-RFE-mRMR.

2 Methods
2.1 MOEA Based Gene Subset Selection
In this section, the MOEA based gene subset selection is described in Algorithm 1, and
is detailed as below.
Algorithm 1. MOEA Based Gene Subset Selection
Input: D, of size m(genes) × n(samples), and the class labels c
Output: the selected gene subsets: G, the best validation accuracy av and its corresponding gene
subsets Gb (Gb ⊆ G), and the list of survived genes f
1. split D into training set D tr and validation subset D val . Partition D tr into training subset
D trtr and test subset D tetr
2. NMF based gene filtering (input: D trtr and the number of survived genes K; output: K
survived genes f )
3. SVM based sample selection (input: D trtr = D trtr (f, :) and ctrtr ; output: D trtr = D trtr (:, s),
where s is the selected samples)
4. search gene subsets by MOEA (input: D trtr , ctrtr , D tetr , and ctetr ; output: p gene subsets
G = {g 1 , · · · , g p })
5. obtain the best validation accuracy and its corresponding gene subsets(input: D tr (f , :),
ctr , D val (f , :), cval , and G; output: the best validation accuracy av and its corresponding
gene subsets Gb )

NMF Based Gene Filtering. Gene filtering methods aim to remove some genes which
have low ranking scores. This idea is based on the assumption that the the genes with
low variations across classes do not contribute to classification. Many gene filtering
criteria based on t-test, variance, entropy, range, and absolute values. has been widely
used [14]. In this study, we use a novel non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) [4]
based criteria, because microarray gene expression intensities are non-negative, and it
has been experimentally proved that this criterion works well on microarray data [15]
[2]. Suppose D trtr contains m genes and l samples, it can be decomposed as follows
D trtr ≈ AY ,

Dtrtr , A, Y ≥ 0,

(1)
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where D trtr , A, and Y are of size m × l, m × r, and r × l, respectively. r < min(m, l).
A and Y are the basis matrix and the coefficient matrix, respectively. In the application
of clustering and feature extraction, columns of A are called metagenes [3] [2] which
spans the feature space. Each sample is a non-negative linear combination of metagenes. Metagenes are hidden patterns extracted from the original intensity data. Instead
of analyzing the original data, we use a criterion on A, as below
r

Gene score(i) = 1 +


1
p(i, j) log2 p(i, j),
log2 (r) j=1

(2)

where p(i, q) = rA[i,q]
. This criterion is based on entropy in information theory.
j=1 A[i,j]
the assumption that if the ith row, corresponding to the ith gene, exhibits discriminability across the metagenes, we say this gene contribute to classification. We select K
genes with the top K scores. The differences between this and the above mentioned
feature ranking methods are that this criterion is unsupervised and operates on the extracted features, instead of directly on the original data.
SVM Based Sample Selection. Since we use a MOEA as search strategy, we hope
the fitness values are calculated as fast as possible. Meanwhile, we also expect the gene
selection can use essential samples. In this study, we therefore use a simple sample
selection to select bounder samples. A linear SVM [16] [17] is trained over D trtr , and
the support vectors are used as input of the MOEA gene selection module to calculate
the fitness values.
Multiobjective Evolutionary Algorithm. The following four points should be considered when a high-quality gene subset method is being designed. 1) All the genes in
a subset should be relevant to classify the samples as correct as possible. 2) The genes
in a subset should be as diverse as possible rather than most of selected genes have
the similar profiles. 3) The prediction accuracy and generalization of the selected subsets should be as good as possible. 4) At the same time, the gene subsets should be as
small as possible. However, 1) and 2) conflict to some extent. 3) is also conflict with
4). MOEA can optimize more than one (conflicting) objectives and return the Pareto
front which are a collection of the non-inferior solutions [18]. Since we have the above
four criteria, MOEA should naturally be used to solve the weighting problem instead of
using the classical methods to combine them into a single objective using weights as [6]
and [11] did. NSGA-II [19], a well-known MOEA algorithm, is used in this study. We
customize this algorithm for our application as below.
An individual in the population should be a gene subset. Suppose the length of the
survived gene list f in Algorithm 1 is h, we encode a gene subset into a 0-1 binary
array of length h. For an individual b, b[i] = 1 indicates the ith gene is selected in the
subset.
Four fitness functions, considering to class relevance, gene redundancy, prediction
accuracy, and gene size, are used. They are formulated as below:
f1 (b) =

1
sum(b)



1

b[i]=1

I(i, ctr
tr )

,

(3)
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where I(i, ctr
tr ) is the mutual information of the ith discretized gene profile and the class
labels on data D trtr ;

1
f2 (b) =
I(i, i ),
(4)
sum(b)

b[i]=1,b[i ]=1



where I(i, i ) is the mutual information of the ith and i th discretized gene profiles;
f3 (b) = linearSV M (D trtr , D te
tr ),

(5)

where linearSV M is a linear SVM classifier trained on D trtr , and returns the prediction
accuracy of D te
tr ; and
sum(b)
.
(6)
f4 (b) =
length(b)
Scattered crossover operation is used in our implementation. For two parents from the
mating pool, each parent has equal chance to pass its gene to its child at each position.
In the mutation step, for a parent selected for mutation, each position has the probability
of pm to be chosen to have 0-1 flip. Suppose the portion of 0s and 1s in this parent are
p0 and p1 , respectively. And suppose a position is chosen to mutate. If the value at this
position is 1(0), it has the probability of p0 (p1 ) to be 0 (1). In this way, we can keep the
child has the similar 0-1 portions as its parent.
Classification. If the gene subsets G, found by MOEA, are used to predict the class
labels of new samples, different prediction accuracies may be obtained. We need to select some gene subsets with the best generalization from G. In order to do this, we use
te
{Dtr
tr , D tr } to train a linear SVM classifier for any gene subset from G, respectively,
and use D val
tr to test the classifier. The validation accuracy is used to decide the generalization of a gene subset. The best gene subsets with respect to generalization form a
gene subset committee. If we use the gene subset committee to train respective linear
SVM classifiers over D, we can obtain a classifier committee, the class label of a new
sample (independent with D) is voted by the committee.
2.2 Revised SVM-RFE-mRMR
For the purpose of application and comparison, we revised the SVM-RFE-mRMR method
to solve the weaknesses (except the weighting problem) as discussed in Section 1. [8]
and [11] only described the gene ranking step, which is actually incomplete, we therefore
append the validation step to find the best gene subset. See Algorithm 2 for details.

3 Experiments
We use three well-cited gene-sample datasets in our experiment. See Table 1 for details.
We did two experiments.
First, we used 10-fold cross-validation (CV) to evaluate the performance of the
MOEA based framework, and compared it with the revised SVM-RFE-mRMR. The experiment procedures are shown in Fig. 1 and 2. During each fold of CV of the MOEA
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Algorithm 2. Revised SVM-RFE-mRMR Gene Subset Selection
Input: D, of size m(genes) × n(samples), and the class labels c
Output: selected gene subset g, the best validation accuracy av,and list of survived genes f
split D into training set D tr and validation set D val
filter out the genes over D tr , and get gene list f left
D tr = D tr (f , :)
D val = D val (f , :)
——————gene ranking step——————
set β
given set of genes s initially including by all genes
ranked set of genes, r = {}
repeat
train linear SVM over D tr with gene set s
calculate the weight of each gene wi
for each gene i ∈ s do
compute class relevance Rs,i and feature redundancy Qs,i over D tr
R
compute ri = β|w i | + (1 − β) Qs,i
s,i
end for
select the gene with smallest ranking score, i∗ = arg min {ri }
update r = r ∪ {i∗ }; s = s \ {i∗ }
until all gene are ranked
——————validation step——————
g = {}
set the best validation accuracy av = 0
for i=length(r) to 1 do
s = s ∪ {ri }
train linear SVM classifier over D tr
obtain the validation accuracy a through validating the classifier over D val
if av ≤ a then
if av < a then
g=s
end if
if av == 1 then
break
end if
else
break
end if
end for

Table 1. Gene-Sample Datasets
Dataset
#Classes #Genes #Samples
Leukemia [3, 20]
2
5000 27+11=38
CNC [3, 21]
2
5893 25+9=34
Colon [22]
2
2000 40+22=62
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based method, the whole data O is partitioned into training set O tr and test set O te .
Algorithm 1 is employed to find the selected gene subsets G, the best validation accuracy av and its corresponding gene subsets Gb , and the list of survived genes f . After
that the best prediction accuracy and that using voting strategy, depicted in Section 2.1,
are obtained. The linear SVM classifier is used in the classification step. After 10-fold
CV, these two measures are averaged. We designed the same experiment procedure for
SVM-RFE-mRMR method. Since this method only returns a gene subset in each fold,
the prediction accuracies of the 10 gene subsets are averaged at the end of CV.
The experiment results are shown in Table 2. The “Pred. Acc.” column shows the
prediction accuracies. For the MOEA based approach, the values outside the parenthesis
are the average of the best prediction accuracies. We trained linear SVM classifiers
over O tr with different gene subsets, and used O te to test these classifiers. The best
prediction accuracy among them are reported at each fold. The values in the parenthesis
are the prediction accuracies obtained by the voting method. From this column, we
can see that our proposed MOEA based method works well and outperforms SVMRFE-mRMR in terms of the prediction accuracy. The next column tells us that both
our MOEA based method and SVM-RFE-mRMR can obtain a small number of genes.
The last column shows the execution time of the whole procedure. We can find that,
though using four fitness functions, the MOEA based method is much faster than the
revised SVM-RFE-mRMR. Our experimental procedure can avoid false high prediction
accuracy problem (FHPAP) which is the case that the reported accuracy is higher than
the actual one. FHPAP occurs when the whole dataset is used to select features, after
that the performance of the selection method is evaluated through dividing the whole
dataset into training set and test set, for example FHPAP occurs in [6].
Table 2. Prediction Accuracy
Data

Method
Pred. Acc.
MOEA
1(0.9050)
Leukemia
SVM-RFE-mRMR
0.9083
MOEA
0.9167(0.7417)
CNC
SVM-RFE-mRMR
0.7417
The Proposed 0.9357(0.8429)
Colon
SVM-RFE-mRMR
0.7881

#Genes
Time
18.1
1.7 × 104
30.9
6.2 × 104
29.9
1.5 × 104
39.8
6.2 × 104
36.7 1.7505 × 104
4.8
6.4 × 104

Second, we used the whole datasets as input of Algorithm 1 and 2, respectively to
find gene subsets for devising decision system and future biological exploration. The
result is shown in Table 3. From this table, we can see that the MOEA based approach
can obtain better validation accuracy than the revised SVM-RFE-mRMR approach.

4 Discussion
It is still an open problem of how to choose the most promising one or more gene
subsets,Gb , from the gene subsets, G, returned by MOEA. We propose to find Gb according to the validation accuracy. Since Gb may contains more than one gene subsets,
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Fig. 1. Procedure of Evaluating the MOEA Gene Selection
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Fig. 2. Procedure of Evaluating the Revised SVM-RFE-mRMR Gene Selection

a voting strategy can be used to determine the class labels of the new coming samples. [18] has a general discussion on this issue. Domain knowledge should be consider
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Table 3. Validation Accuracy
Data

Method
Valid. Acc.
MOEA
1
Leukemia
SVM-RFE-mRMR
1
MOEA
1
CNC
SVM-RFE-mRMR 0.8182
MOEA
1
Colon
SVM-RFE-mRMR 0.8571

#Genes
14.2
1
24.9
1
19.5
2

to select the best point on the Pareto front for specific application. Therefore, more
thought should be inspired to discover the most discriminative gene subsets from G.
After designing a feature selection method, two steps have to be followed. The first
step aims to computationally evaluate the performance of the designed method, and
to compare with other existing methods. This requires two substeps: training substep
and test substep. Note that the generalized definition of training substep should include
both feature selection and training a classifier. The working data should be split into two
exclusive parts: the training set and test set (perhaps by cross-validation). If we need to
decide some superparameters of the feature selection model, we need to further split the
training set into training subset and validation subset. The superparameters could be,
for example, the parameter of a scoring function, the size of the feature subset, or the
best feature subset if the feature method returns more than one feature subsets. During
training, we need to estimate the superparameters. For example, if we need to decide the
best size of gene subsets, we need to train a classifier by the training subset, and validate
its accuracy. If the validation accuracy is not satisfactory, we need to adjust the size of
gene subsets, and repeat until we find the proper size. Once the proper superparameters
are found, the training set, including both of the training subset and validation subset,
is used to train a classifier. In the test substep, the prediction accuracy is obtained to
measure the classification performance of the designed feature selection method, and to
compare with other benchmark methods. It is unnecessary to report any feature subset
selected, because the main task of this step should be evaluating the performance of a
method.
After the first step, the confidence about the designed feature selection method is obtained. The next step is to use the whole dataset to select a gene subset, train a classifier,
and wait for predicting new samples whose class labels are unknown. At this step, only
the validation accuracy can be obtained if there are superparameters to optimize. However, there is no prediction accuracy to report, because the class labels are unknown.
When optimizing the superparameters, the whole data can be divided into training set
and validation set. The feature selection runs over the training set, while the validation
set is used to adjust the superparameters of the feature selection method according to
its output. After the promising superparameters are obtained, the whole dataset with
the selected feature subset is used to learn a classifier. If the feature subset needs to
be reported, the feature selection method should take the whole data as input. There is
no need to worry about the quality of the reported feature subset, because the confidence of its quality comes from the first step. Furthermore, the prediction accuracy of
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the reported feature subset is expected higher than the prediction accuracy at the first
step. The reason is that the reported feature subset uses larger number of samples at the
second step.
Some researchers may mixed up the above two steps. For example, the whole dataset
is firstly preprocessed and used to select the feature subset (this is actually the task of
the second step), and then k-fold CV is employed to split the whole dataset into training
sets and test sets. And the training set with the selected feature subset is used to learn
a classifier; after that, predicted accuracy is reported through testing the classifier by
the test set. Unfortunately, the prediction accuracy is overestimated because the test set
has already been used during feature selection. If a sensitive feature selection method
is subject to overfitting easily, then the prediction accuracy would be overestimated
significantly. Also, some researchers may be wondering how to report the feature subset
because they have k feature subsets from k-fold CV, respectively. The issue here is that
they try to report the feature subset right after the first step. If the feature subset is
reported at the second step, this issue can be avoided.

5 Conclusion and Future Works
This paper proposes a MOEA based framework to select gene subsets. This approach
mainly includes a NMF based gene filtering method, a SVM based sample selection
method, and a MOEA search strategy. We revise the SVM-RFE-mRMR method for
comparison. Our approach overcomes the drawback of the mRMR and the revised
SVM-RFE-mRMR methods. Experimental results show that the MOEA based approach
outperforms the revised SVM-RFE-mRMR method. We also clarify some experimental
issues when estimating designed feature selection methods. Since MOEA outputs more
than one gene subsets, our future research will focus on finding better methods to identify the best gene subset after running MOEA. The biological relevance of the genes
selected will be investigated as well.
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